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Design and characterization of a laser-based instrument
with spectroscopic feedback control for treatment
of vascular lesions: the ‘‘Smart Scalpel’’

Elizabeth L. Sebern
Colin J. H. Brenan
Ian W. Hunter
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Room 3-147
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Abstract. To improve the effectiveness of microsurgical techniques,
we are developing a semi-autonomous robotic surgical tool (called
the ‘‘Smart Scalpel’’) as an alternate approach to treatment of vascular
lesions. The device employs optical reflectance spectroscopy as part
of a line scan imaging system to identify and selectively target blood
vessels in a vascular lesion for thermal treatment with a focused laser
beam. Our proof-of-concept reported here presents the design and
construction of a prototype instrument, initial quantification of imag-
ing system resolution and contrast, and preliminary verification of the
imaging and targeting strategies with standard targets and live dermal
tissue. © 2000 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[S1083-3668(00)00804-2]
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1 Introduction
Real-time, automated closed-loop feedback control is wide
spread throughout many engineering disciplines, but is virtu
ally nonexistent in surgical instrumentation. An interesting
potential application of feedback control is in the field of mi-
crosurgery. Many microsurgical procedures require a high de
gree of physical dexterity, accuracy, and control, which may
degrade rapidly with physician fatigue. This problem could be
partially alleviated through inclusion of low-level, automated
decision making embedded in a microsurgical tool to aid in
tissue location and removal.

Our general embodiment of this concept~Figure 1!, a de-
vice we call the ‘‘Smart Scalpel,’’ noninvasively measures the
physico–chemical properties~morphological, biochemical,
mechanical, electrical, etc.! at points distributed within a vol-
ume of tissue and utilizes this information for continuous
feedback control of the selective targeting and treatment o
diseased or damaged tissues with a spatially localized energ
source, leaving the surrounding healthy tissue intact.1,2 A nu-
merical model of tissue properties integrating expert physi
cian knowledge is combined with real-time physico–chemica
measurements and input from a human operator~physician! to
accurately locate and identify the targeted tissue type. Thi
automated imaging and targeting sequence is repeated until a
the selected tissue has been treated.

Inclusion of automated, real-time feedback control in mi-
crosurgical instrumentation can potentially improve the accu
racy and reliability of current microsurgical procedures by
minimizing collateral damage to surrounding tissue and
through inclusion of quantitative, on-line assessment of treat
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ment efficacy. Potential patient benefits include increa
comfort, shortened recovery times, and an overall decreas
the cost per procedure. Additionally, the computerized a
robotic nature of the Smart Scalpel lends itself well to in
gration into a tele-operation system for remote surgery.

One potential application of this device is laser treatm
of vascular lesions, particularly telangiectasias. Vascular
sions are currently treated by illuminating the blood vessel
the lesion at a wavelength coincident with an oxyhemoglo
absorption band~415, 540, 577, or 940 nm!. Selective photo-
thermolysis heats the blood relative to the surrounding tis
to a point at which necrosis occurs.3 Telangiectasias are par
tially characterized as having a network of relatively larg
widely spaced blood vessels, which makes this class of v
cular lesion a likely candidate for treatment with an au
mated targeting and treatment system. In contrast, treatm
of vascular lesions comprised of denser vessel networks, s
as hemangiomas~port wine stain!, with this approach may be
less effective due to optical scattering in the epidermis t
potentially degrades both image resolution and coupling
laser energy into the targeted vessels.4

Current laser treatment of telangiectasias involves trac
of individual vessels by hand with a focused visible light las
beam.5–9 Blood vessels having diameters from 0.1 to 1 m5

have been treated in this way with laser fluence levels 90–
kJ/m2,6,9,10illumination spot diameters 1–7 mm,9–11 and pulse
durations 0.5–1.5 ms.6,10 Multiple treatments are typically re
quired for adequate clearing of the lesion~three treatments a
6 week intervals!6 and cooling the epidermis, with a wate
cooled sapphire tip9 or ice or a hydrogel dressing10,11 is often
necessary. Accurate targeting and focused illumination
blood vessels could partially alleviate nonspecific heating
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Sebern, Brenan, and Hunter
the surrounding tissue leading to decreased collateral dama
and an increased treatment efficacy.

As a first step toward evaluating this hypothesis, we de
scribe here our development of a prototype system for close
loop, real-time identification, and targeting of blood vessels in
dermal tissue. We begin with a system design overview sum
marizing the design criteria motivating our selection of a two-
wavelength line scan imaging system for blood vessel detec
tion and targeting. The imaging and closed-loop targeting
characteristics of the prototype were found with standard tar
get reticles and measurement of the axial and lateral modul
tion transfer function verified the resolution and field-of-view
design criteria were suitable for vessel targeting in tissue. Thi
performance was confirmed by application of the instrumen
to locating and targeting blood vessels in a mouse ear.

2 System Design
Efficient heating of a blood vessel volume demands there b
little relative motion between the focused laser beam and ve
sel during image frame acquisition, processing, and laser ta
geting. Tremor is a major source of targeting error with a
maximal displacement bandwidth of 10 Hz.12 Thus to present
a stabilized target to the focused heating laser beam, spectr
scopic imagery of the area under treatment is continuousl
updated to provide the targeting information needed to com
pensate for tremor-induced relative motion between the lase
beam focus and the blood vessel target. The imaging fram
rateF frame expressed as

F frame5
1

Nlines3~t int1tacq1tgalvo!
, ~1!

needs to exceed 20 frames/s~equivalent to a feedback control
bandwidth of 20 Hz! to prevent antialiasing of the targeting
information. The number of image lines per frame is
Nlines,t int is the photosensor integration time per image line
tacq is the time required to digitize and algorithmically pro-
cess the photosensor signal andtgalvo is the response time of
the galvanometer-mounted mirror that steers the heating las
beam to the blood vessel target~Figure 2!. The sum of these
time constants is the overall system response timet. For a
nominal image size of 100 lines/frame and a frame rate of 2
frames/s, the maximum control loop time constant is at 0.5

Fig. 1 Block diagram depicting a generalized automated system uti-
lizing feedback derived from measurement of local tissue properties
for automated closed-loop positioning control of a focused energy
beam to locally modify tissue properties.
376 Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 4
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ms/line; a reasonable design objective given judicious ha
ware selection and algorithm design can keept int and tacq
,0.1 ms/line and with resonant scanning systems,tgalvo
,1 ms/line.

The time to address and treatn blood vessel targets iden
tified within the stabilized image field-of-viewt treat is t treat
5ntheat, wheretheat is the time required to heat a volume o
blood vessel to a temperatureTc at which thermally induced
necrosis occurs. Thermal conduction is the dominant mec
nism of heat removal when a vessel is heated; thus, suffic
laser energy needs to be delivered to the vessel within a t
comparable to the thermal relaxation timet r

t r5
d2

16a
~2!

to heat the blood to a temperature equal to or greater thanTc .
Taking the blood vessel diameter to bed and a blood thermal
diffusivity a estimated to be1.1531027 m2/s based on 70%
water composition,13 large diameter blood vessels characte
istic of telangiectasia~400 mm! are estimated to have a cha
acteristic thermal relaxation time of 84 ms.

We chose a line scan imaging scheme primarily for t
ability to dynamically control the image size and to impl
ment both feed-forward and feed-back control strategies
necessary elements in an optimal target selection stra
leading to minimization oft treat for a given lesion~Figure 3!.
The number of vessel targets changes with imaged a
hence,t treat can be optimized by simply increasing or decrea
ing the area scanned. A second optimization strategy im
ments feed-forward control through acquisition of target loc
tion in advance of laser scanning. This may be important w
telangiectasias, where an effective treatment is to trace i
vidual blood vessels from the smallest branches inward to
large supply vessels, routing blood flow away from t
branches.14

A ready estimate of the laser power incident on the s
surface required to heat a volume of blood in a vessel toTc

during t r is possible if we assume the laser wavelength
coincident with an oxyhemoglobin absorption band and
focused laser beam diameter is comparable to a blood ve
diameter. Blood vessels in telangiectasias are located in
dermis 4606170mm below the surface and are typicall

Fig. 2 Block diagram of system utilizing feedback based on measure-
ment of local tissue properties for closed-loop control of the spatial
positioning of a focused heating laser beam for potential treatment of
vascular lesions.
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Design and Characterization of a Laser-Based Instrument
400 mm in diameter.6 The laser power incident on the skin
surfacePinc needed to raise the vessel temperatureDT above
ambient located a depthh below the surface is

Pinc5eh/zE/t r5eh/z
~rpr 2d!cDT

t r
, ~3!

where r is the density of blood@assumed to be similar to
water~'1000 kg/m3!#, r is the radius of the laser spot~'250
mm!, d is the blood vessel diameter~'400 mm!, c is the
specific heat of blood~assumed to be close to water, 4.2 kJ/
kg/K!, DT is the temperature rise required to coagulate the
blood in the heated volume~approximately 30 K above am-
bient body temperature14! andz is the characteristic penetra-
tion depth of optical radiation in fair Caucasian skin at the
illuminating wavelength~;390mm @ 580 nm!.15,16Settingh
equal to 460mm and evaluating Eq.~3! gives Pinc equal to
380 mW; a laser power achievable with many commercia
lasers in current use for treatment of vascular lesions.

3 Methods
A prototype Smart Scalpel system is diagrammed in Figure 4
Light from a 300 W xenon lamp is passed through a fibe
optic bundle having a circular-to-rectangular cross-sectio
conversion~10 mm diameter to0.8 mm39.7 mmrectangular
cross section! to illuminate through a rectangular slit
(50mm36 mm! an optical system configured to generate a
line of polarized white light on the skin. Light from the slit is
collimated, passed through a beamsplitter cube, and focus
onto the skin after reflection from a galvanometer-mounted
mirror that scans the focused line of light across the skin’s
surface.

Light reflected and backscattered from the skin at eac
angular position of the scan mirror is descanned by the ga
vanometer mirror, reflected by the beamsplitter, separated in
two wavelength bands using a color beamsplitter, and sep
rately focused onto two linear charge coupled detector~CCD!
photosensor arrays~1024 pixels,25mm32.5 mm pixels, 16

Fig. 3 Illustration showing coordination between line scan imaging
for blood vessel identification and focused application of laser energy
to selected points along the blood vessel.
d

-

bit dynamic range!. Light at wavelengths less than 630 nm
directed toward one array and is further spectrally filter
with a green bandpass filter@lpeak5560 nm, full-width half-
maximum ~FWHM! 60 nm# to generate the oxyhemoglobi
~blood! absorption signal. The green filter transmission ba
width overlaps both 540 and 577 nm oxyhemoglobin abso
tion bands. Wavelengths longer than 630 nm pass throug
red bandpass filter~lpeak5650 nm,FWHM 50 nm! and gen-
erate the normalization~nonabsorption! signal. The overall
magnification of the imaging system is 2.5, so that one pi
on the array corresponds to 10mm on the skin surface. This
resolution is sufficient to image 100mm diam blood vessels
which will be the smallest targets to be resolved in telan
iectasia. The scanned treatment area of10 mm310 mm is a
convenient interface between physician and patient and
similar to the area covered in current telangiecta
treatments.8–10

The photosensor outputs are recorded by the analog
digital converters~100 kS/s @ 16 bits/sample! of a custom-
built data acquisition board~Allios17! on a PCI bus resident in
a Pentium II PC and controlled by a program written in C.
each line image is recorded, one channel of the Allios bo
18 bit digital-to-analog~D/A! converters is used to rotate th
scan mirror to its next position. As each line image is read
ratio image is computed and a threshold is set to determ
the blood vessel locations. Processing of the ratio image
identify blood vessels is, at present, algorithmically straig
forward. A histogram analysis of the ratio image sets a bin
threshold in which all pixels below the threshold value~cor-
responding to high absorption! are identified as blood vessel
The vessel position in the imaging field of view is calculat
and converted to target coordinates for the two-axis la
scanning system. The system acquires lines until the m
mum number of targets that can be treated within the per
of tremor has been identified. The coordinates of the targe
vessels are sent via two different D/A channels to two gal

Fig. 4 Schematic of prototype spectroscopic line scan imaging and
blood vessel targeting system design.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 4 377
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Fig. 5 Spectroscopic images of standard reticle to quantify lateral and axial imaging system resolution: (a) 560 nm and (b) 650 nm.
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nometers~General Scanning! to direct the heating laser beam
onto blood vessels identified and selected within the field o
view. A fourth D/A channel controls an electro-optic beam
modulator~Conoptics, Model 380! that blocks the heating la-
ser beam to prevent heating of tissue during transit betwee
targeted blood vessels.

4 Results
4.1 Modulation Transfer Function
To quantify the lateral and axial resolution of the imaging
system, a standard test pattern of horizontal and vertical ba
of known dimensions~Heidenhain!, containing spatial fre-
quencies from 0.25 to 228 mm21 was imaged~Figure 5!
within a 4 mm36 mmfield of view. The integration time per
line was 40 ms resulting in a total of 8 s to acquire a
200 line31024 pixel/lineimage.

The modulation transfer function~MTF! computed from
this image quantifies the lateral spatial resolution of the im-
aging system. MTFs for the horizontal and vertical lines of
the 560 nm~green! and 650 nm~red! channels of the in-focus
378 Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 4
s

target plotted in Figure 6 indicate the optical system is a lo
pass spatial filter with a 50% attenuation bandwidth(MTF
50.5) of 10–12 mm21 horizontally and 20–25 mm21 verti-
cally. This corresponds to a horizontal lateral resolution
80–100mm and a lateral resolution in the vertical direction
40–50mm. Horizontal lines are parallel to the line scan a
vertical lines are perpendicular to the line scan. Similar res
are observed for both the red and green channels. Thi
important since the ratio of these two signals is used to d
tinguish blood vessels from the surrounding tissue.

4.2 Depth of Focus and Field Flatness
Degradation in image contrast as a function of lateral a
axial position relative to the focal plane was determin
through measurement of the contrast of one spatial freque
~i.e., one point on the MTF! as a function of lateral and axia
offsets from the in-focus position. In the case of the late
offsets, contrast measurements were made for lateral off
both perpendicular and parallel to the line scan axis. Figur
plots the contrast at one spatial frequency~8 mm21 or 125mm
Fig. 6 Modulation transfer function for horizontal (a) and vertical (b) lines for 560 and 650 nm spectral channels.
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Fig. 7 Image contrast at 8 mm−1 vs axial position for horizontal (a) and vertical (b) lines.
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spaced bars! as a function of axial position from the in-focus
position (z50 mm). Each plotted contrast measurement is
normalized with respect to in-focus contrast. Like the MTF
versus spatial frequency measurements, contrast measu
ments for each spectral channel show similar trends. Based o
the 50% attenuation criterion, the depth of focus is 8 mm for
the vertical lines and greater than 10 mm for the horizonta
lines.

Contrast parallel~x! and perpendicular~y! to the line scan
direction is plotted in Figure 8 for each spectral channel at the
8 mm21 spatial frequency. Contrast measurements in thex
direction were made by moving the reticle parallel to the line
scan across the imaging field, and measuring changes in th
modulation amplitude with displacement. Zero lateral dis-
placement is where the 125mm bars are in the center of the
imaging field. Applying the 50% attenuation criterion shows
the extent of the field flatness to be 5 mm for the vertical lines
and 6 mm for the horizontal lines. As with the axial displace-
ment measurements, the vertical line modulation is more sen
sitive to position than was the horizontal line modulation.
Similar results are observed for both spectral channels. Con
trast measurements in they direction was generated by mea-
e-
n

e
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surement of the modulation amplitude of the 125mm horizon-
tal and vertical lines as a function ofy position ~Figure 9!,
with zero displacement where the bars are in the middle of
imaging field. Similar to thex-displacement data, the imagin
field is flat across 3 mm for the horizontal bars and 4 mm
the vertical bars for each spectral channel.

4.3 Two-wavelength Imaging of Blood
To demonstrate the image acquisition and analysis sequ
leading to blood vessel detection and targeting, we app
our system for two-wavelength imaging to distinguish fre
human whole blood from black ink in a test pattern on wh
paper~Figure 10!. The ink was measured to have similar a
sorption coefficients at 560 and 650 nm. Images of the blo
ink test pattern were simultaneously acquired at 560 and
nm within 5 min of blood extraction and application to ensu
the sample was representative of human oxyhemoglobinin
vivo. The first image@Figure 10~a!# is from the green~560
nm! channel, which detects absorption of both blood and i
Figure 10~b! is the red~650 nm! channel image, which show
only the black ink absorbance. The ratio image@Figure 10~c!#
Fig. 8 Image contrast at 8 mm−1 of horizontal (a) and vertical (b) lines for lateral displacement parallel to line scan direction (x direction).
Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 4 379
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Fig. 9 Image contrast at 8 mm−1 of horizontal (a) and vertical (b) lines for lateral displacement perpendicular to line scan direction (y direction).
d

e

the
50
increases blood image signal-to-noise ratio~S/N! from 1.6 to
36, respectively. The S/N is defined as the ratio of the blood
vessel modulation to the standard deviation of the backgroun
signal. Inspection of the image histogram@Figure 10~d!# sug-
gested a threshold cutoff of 0.95 to generate the binary imag
@Figure 10~e!#, where the black pixel positions are the target
coordinates for input to the laser-scanning subsystem.
380 Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 4
4.4 Closed-loop Control with Spectroscopic
Feedback

Closed-loop imaging and laser targeting was tested with
bar reticle. After simultaneous acquisition of two spectral
line images of the reticle@Figure 11~a!#, each image is nor-
malized with respect to a uniformly reflecting target~mirror!,
Fig. 10 Steps to distinguish blood from black ink deposited on white paper. (a) 560 nm channel image, which shows absorbance of blood and ink.
(b) 650 nm channel shows only ink absorption. (c) Ratio image increases blood image contrast and suppresses ink signal. (d) Ratio image histogram
used to generate the binary threshold image (e) used in laser targeting.
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Design and Characterization of a Laser-Based Instrument
the ratio image is computed, and a threshold applied~0.8
threshold level! to generate a binary image from which the
target ~bar! coordinates are computed. A low power HeNe
laser beam is raster scanned across a two-dimensional fie
and the shutter, while normally closed, is opened when th
laser beam position coincides with a bar coordinate. A photo
graph of the resultant illumination pattern with a slow-scan
CCD camera~4 s integration time! shows the reticle image is
readily produced with high accuracy@Figure 11~b!#. Continu-
ous image acquisition and laser targeting enabled lateral di
placements of the reticle to be tracked within the control loop
bandwidth of 0.2 Hz.

Fig. 11 Verification of laser scanning system using a test reticle image
from the 560 nm channel (a). Pattern of light replicated by laser scan-
ning system (b) from binary threshold image (threshold50.8).
d

-

4.5 Blood Vessel Imaging in Live Tissue
As a proof-of-concept demonstration of the imaging and t
geting capabilities of our prototype device, we analyzed
ear of a sedated albino mouse~70 gm! ~Figure 12!. The
smaller reflectance of mouse dermis compared with the mi
reticle required several minor system modifications to
crease the reflected optical signal. The slit width was
creased from 50 to 500mm to increase the illumination inten
sity, while decreasing somewhat the lateral resolution para
to the line illumination, and the photosensor integration tim
was increased from 40 ms to 1 s to increase the recorded
optical signal. The mouse rested comfortably in a custo
made holder and one ear was pressed gently between a
slide and a cover slip to establish a flat imaging surface. T
mouse and holder were mounted on a three-axis transla
stage and the mouse was positioned to bring the ear into
cus.

Figure 12 shows the series of operations used to gener
binary image of blood vessels in the mouse’s ear. After sim
taneous acquisition of two spectral images@580 and 650 nm,
Figures 12~a! and 12~b!, respectively# the ratio image is com-
puted, median filtered, and background corrected@Figure
12~c!#. A line plot @Figure 12~d!# at the 4 mm vertical position
shows at least two blood vessels~marked by arrows! and Fig-
ure 12~e! is a histogram of the ratio image. From these me
surements, a 0.82 threshold level was selected and applie
generate the binary blood vessel image of Figure 12~f!. Note
the two vessels detected in Figure 12~d! are clearly marked in
the threshold image.

5 Discussion
Our original design specifications for the Smart Scalpel p
totype were motivated by the requirements inherent to au
Fig. 12 Blood vessel images from 560 nm (a) and 650 nm (b) spectral channels. Ratio image (c) with median filtering correction for nonuniform
illumination. Line plot of 4 mm vertical displacement (d) and image histogram (e) used to generate binary image (threshold50.82) (f) of blood
vessel targets.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 4 381
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Sebern, Brenan, and Hunter
mation of laser-based microsurgical procedures for treatmen
of different classes of vascular lesions having low spatial den
sity of blood vessels. Accordingly our target design specifica
tions included:~1! an image resolution,50 mm within a
10 mm310 mm treatment area, and~2! control loop band-
width .10 Hz to compensate for tremor-induced relative mo-
tion between the blood vessel targets and treatment lase
With our prototype device, we achieved better than 50mm
vertical resolution and 100mm horizontal resolution within a
4 mm36 mmtreatment area. We measured the depth of focu
to be 8 mm for vertical targets and greater than 10 mm fo
horizontal targets. Our optical system resolution is therefore
suitable for detection of 50–100mm sized blood vessels in
the skin but in a smaller image field than originally specified.
The line scan imaging system approach can be readil
adapted to accommodate larger area images for treatment
vascular conditions such as telangiectasia where the vessel a
distributed as a sparse vessel network within the dermis.

We demonstrated closed-loop tracking of targets identified
from spectroscopic imaging feedback but with a bandwidth
limited by delays inherent to the current system design
(tacq,tgalvos) and those associated with the optical and ther-
mal properties of the skin(t int ,theat). With the mirror reticle,
the instrument successfully tracked under closed-loop feed
back control the motion of 100mm spaced bars on a test
pattern and replicated the imaged region with a scanned las
beam. Delays inherent to our data acquisition~DAQ! board
and the galvanometer settling time limited the loop control
bandwidth to 0.2 Hz. We anticipate an improvement by at
least3200 ~40 Hz! with a faster DAQ board~106 samples/s!
and galvanometers with shorter settling times~1 ms!.

Low reflectivity of the mouse ear necessitated a highe
illumination intensity and longer signal integration times to
generate a signal sufficient for analysis leading to blood ves
sel identification. Consequently, the loop response time wa
too long and the image resolution degraded because of th
requirement for a larger illumination slit width~500mm vs 50
mm!. One approach to increase illumination intensity without
sacrificing spatial resolution or image acquisition times are
high brightness optical sources in the two spectral bands o
interest~580 and 650 nm!. Possible candidates for illumina-
tion within the oxyhemoglobin absorption band~530–580
nm! include a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser~532 nm!, a
543.8 nm HeNe laser, a dye laser, or sodium arc lamp. Can
didate sources at the normalization wavelength~.600 nm!
include a 632.8 nm HeNe laser or a visible/infrared laser di-
ode.

Further increases in loop bandwidth can be achieved
through more sophisticated target selection strategy that a
commodates the intrinsic thermal relaxation time of the blood
vessels. The current two-dimensional raster scan strategy
suboptimal because the entire imaged region is scanne
382 Journal of Biomedical Optics d October 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 4
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Through feed-forward control employing pattern recogniti
in advance of laser targeting, the laser need only trace
blood vessels identified, thereby considerably reducing the
ser treatment time.
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